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techniques],” he says. The gauntlet is being taken up by the
Orthotic & Prosthetic Technological Association (OPTA),
whose members, along with other industry professionals, aim
to pen a “limited-edition, spiral-bound” textbook that will
serve as a base. “We’re not…saying this is the only way to do
it,” Mattear says, but the authors’ intention is to provide a historical record that can be updated every two to three years that
can serve, for fabricators, as similar texts do for practitioners,
providing benchmarks for procedures….”

Reimbursement Concerns
Ongoing worries about reimbursements, which are affecting the
O&P industry as a whole, are putting additional stress on the
technician’s position as a member of the O&P continuum of care.
Depending on how legislation shakes out, Wickman says that
while he doesn’t necessarily fear it, there’s certainly the potential
for major change, and his business model would undoubtedly
be affected. “If people are self-pay, they are not going to drop
$50,000 on a leg,” he says.
“Like anything else, usually the winner in this game is technology,” Wickman says. “If people can’t afford cars, people invent
cheaper cars. They don’t stop driving. We figure out a way.” Finding the solution may well be left up to the fabricators. O&P EDGE
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we did it this other way, it didn’t break. So from now on, we’re
going to do it that way.”
Technicians at Evolution Industries fabricate sockets according to their in-house lamination chart parameters. The chart
details how many layers of carbon fiber and fiberglass, among
other materials, are required for the safety of a patient at a
given weight and activity level. “But nobody’s ever studied it
to say that...maybe that’s too much [carbon fiber], maybe we’re
making it too heavy and we need to cut back...or do something
a little different to give [the patient] less weight, but [have
the socket still] be strong,” MacKenzie says. He notes that the
industry won’t be seeing a lot of scientific studies on the structural integrity of sockets because manufacturers make their
money in components, not sockets. The manufacturers can
fall back on international standards for prosthetic components
that have been tested at certain activity levels, and if something
breaks, the company can gauge when a patient has most likely
done something extraordinary at the time of failure. “But you
don’t see laminated sockets...being subjected to those kinds of
tests,” he notes.
The lack of a current procedural manual puts a hole in the
industry, Mattear says. “I challenge you to find a handbook
that’s been published in the last 25 years [on fabrication
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